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• Resource evaluation-TCM, CVM, and CCM

• Understand multipliers

• Know about tourism satellite accounts

 Economic value is one of many possible ways to define and measure 
value. 

 Economic value is measured by the most someone is willing to give 
up in other goods and services in order to obtain a good, service, or 
state of the world.

 It is often incorrectly assumed that a good’s market price measures 
its economic value. (the market price only tells us 
the minimum amount that people who buy the good are willing to pay 
for it.)

 The economic benefit to individuals is often 
measured by consumer surplus. This is 
graphically represented by the area under the  
demand curve  for a good, above its price. 

 The economic benefit to individuals, or 
consumer surplus, received from a good will 
change if its price or quality changes.

 If the price of a good increases, but people’s 
willingness to pay remains the same, the 
benefit received will be less than before.

Travel cost model (TCM)

Contingent valuation model (CVM)

Contingent choice model (CCM)

 The basic premise of the travel cost method is that the time and travel 
cost expenses that people incur to visit a site represent the “price” of 
access to the site.  

 Peoples’ willingness to pay to visit the site (demand curve) can be 
estimated based on the number of trips that they make at different 
travel costs. 

 Three types of TCMs:
 A simple zonal travel cost approach, using mostly secondary data.

 An individual travel cost approach, using a more detailed survey of visitors.

 A random utility approach using survey and other data, and more complicated statistical 
techniques.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBydw-K6agI
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 Because the travel and time costs will increase with distance, this 
information allows the researcher to calculate the number of visits 
“purchased” at different “prices.”  This information is used to 
construct the demand function  for the site, and estimate the 
consumer surplus.

Zone Round Trip

Travel Distance

Round 

Trip

Travel Time

Distance times 

Cost/Mile ($.30)

Travel Time times 

Cost/Minute ($.15)

Total Travel 

Cost/Trip

0 0 0 0 0 0

1 20 30 $6 $4.50 $10.50

2 40 60 $12 $9.00 $21.00

3 80 120 $24 $18.00 $42.00

Estimating the Benefits of Recreation at a World Heritage Site:

A Travel Cost Analysis of Visits to Mount Fuji.

 The contingent valuation method involves directly asking people, in a 
survey, how much they would be willing to pay for specific 
services/attributes.  

 It is called “contingent” valuation, because people are asked to state 
their willingness to pay, contingent on a specific hypothetical 
scenario.

 Different from TCM, a “revealed preference” method, CVM is 
referred to as a “stated preference” method

 Step 1: Define the valuation problem.  

 Step 2: Make preliminary decisions about the survey itself, including whether it will be 
conducted by mail, email, phone or in person.

 Step 3: Actual survey design.  After a number of focus groups, and the researchers have 
reached a point where they have an idea of how to provide background information, 
describe the hypothetical scenario, and ask the valuation question, they will start pre-
testing the survey.

 Step 4: Actual survey implementation.  

 Step 5: Compile, analyze and report the results.  

 From the analysis, the researchers can estimate the average value for an individual or 
household in the sample, and extrapolate this to the relevant population in order to 
calculate the total benefits from the site.  For example, if they find that the mean 
willingness to pay is $.10 per capita, the total benefits to all citizens would be $26 
million.

 Like contingent valuation, it is a hypothetical method – it asks people 
to make choices based on a hypothetical scenario. 

 However, it differs from contingent valuation because it does not 
directly ask people to state their values in dollars.  Instead, values are 
inferred from the hypothetical choices or tradeoffs that people make. 

 The contingent choice method asks the respondent to state a 
preference between one group of services or characteristics, at a 
given price or cost to the individual, and another group of 
characteristics at a different price or cost.
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Advantages and Disadvantages

TCM, CVM, CCM

Revealed vs. Stated preference methods

By monitoring tourism’s economic impact, policy makers 
can make informed decisions regarding the funding and 
prioritization of tourism development.

 It can also carefully monitor its successes and future needs.

 In order to do this, tourism must be measured in the same 
categories as other economic sectors – i.e. tax generation, 
employment, wages, and gross domestic product.

 Most economic sectors such as financial services, insurance, or 
construction are easily defined within a country’s national accounts 
statistics.

 Tourism is not so easily measured because it is not a single industry. 
It is a demand-side activity which affects multiple sectors to various 
degrees.

 Tourism spans nearly a dozen sectors including lodging, recreation, 
retail, real estate, air passenger transport, food & beverage, car 
rental, taxi services, travel agents…

• Travelers create direct economic value 
within a discreet group of sectors. This 
supports a relative proportion of jobs, 
wages, taxes, and GDP in each sector.

• Each directly affected sector also 
purchases goods and services as inputs 
(e.g. food wholesalers, utilities) into 
production. These impacts are called 
indirect impacts.

• Lastly, the induced impact is generated 
when employees whose incomes are 
generated either directly or indirectly by 
tourism, spend those incomes in the state 
economy.

 An economic injection impacts the economy by fostering internal spending. The 
new money remains in the economy by being spent and re-spent.

 Direct Effect

 Result from visitors spending money in tourist enterprises and providing 
a living for the owners and managers and creating jobs for employees

 Indirect Effect

 This is the multiplier impact.  This is where visitor spending circulates 
and recirculates

 Employment Multiplier

 Income Multiplier
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 Why not all money can be re-spent?

 Think about the leakage!

Multiplier =

where
M = marginal propensity to import
T = marginal rate of income tax

C = marginal propensity to consume 
S = savings (money out of circulation) S=1-C

TMC-1
1

 Example

$1,000 of tourist 
expenditure and C=0.8, 
M=0.2, and T=0.1.

Multiplier =

= $2,000

$1,000 x
.5-1

1

Tourist survey based methods

 Input-output analysis (I-O analysis)

Tourism Satellite Account

 The I-O table records the transactions between large numbers of 
industries and provides valuable information to trace the economic 
impact of the tourism industry upon other affected industries and the 
economy as a whole. 

 It provides a reduced-form picture that is tractable and 
representative of the overall economic structure, interdependencies, 
and flows between economic sectors. 

 Apart from the traditional use of I-O analysis in the direct assessment 
of tourism economic multipliers, another important I-O application in 
tourism studies is the expenditure-based analysis of 
income/employment redistribution from tourism.

 A typical I-O table

To 

 

From 

Intermediate use Final use 

Total 
1 2 . . j . . n  

Consum-

ption 

Invest-

ment 

Govern-

ment 
Exports 

1 x11 x12 . . x1j . . x1n  c1 i1 g1 e1 X1 

2 x21 x22 . . x2j . . x2n  c2 i2 g2 e2 X2 

. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . 

i xi1 xi2 . . xij . . xin  ci ii gi ei Xi 

. . . . .  . . .  . . . . . 

n xn1 xn2 . . xnj . . xnn  cn in gn en Xn 

Value 

added 
v1 v2 . . vj . . vn      V 

Imports m1 m2 . . mj . . mn      M 

Total X1 X2   Xj   Xn  C I G E  

 

From a simple I-O table, we can get:

 Inter-sector linkage of a particular sector

Economic multiplier of a particular on the overall economy

 Income multiplier, employment multiplier, export multiplier, 
output multiplier

How demand from multiple sectors impacts the overall 
economy

•Evaluating the economic impacts in NY

•Employment definitions.  The basis of data and modeling is the Regional Economic 
Information System (REIS), Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce. 
BEA data shows (for example) state accommodations employment at 89,124. (Can be 
different from state statistics)

• International methodology. The approach (through Travel Industry Association calculations) 
is based the estimates on direct survey responses to the Department of Commerce in-
flight survey and Statistics Canada data – constrained to BEA international balance of 
payments data. 

•Bottom-up vs. top-down. Based on tourism expenditure analysis from surveys and controls 
to known industry measurements for key tourism sectors. 
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• Local taxes are a build-up of individual categories (sales, occupancy, property).  The model 
is not equipped to deal with individual exemptions such as Indian gaming.

•Second home expenditures are based on the stock of seasonal second home inventory.  
Annual average expenditures for housing are pro-rated to the season length to account for 
various levels of expenditures not accounted in visitor surveys.

• Lodging sector.  Vary from certain bed tax estimates of total revenue for several reasons. 
One is that the bed tax may only be based on room revenue while total sales for the 
industry may include other revenue sources (room service, phone, etc.).  Another is that 
certain smaller establishments may not fully report or be required to report their revenue. 

 The analysis requires an examination of visitor spending (the demand side) and related 
industry sales, value added, wages, and employment (the supply side).

 Economic modeling is used to quantify the linkages between visitor spending and 
industries and among industries. 

 Utilize the IMPLAN input-output model for New York State  to track the flow of sales 
through the economy to the generation of GDP, employment, wages, and taxes:

 Direct impact: The immediate benefit to persons and companies directly providing goods or services to 

travelers. 

 Indirect impact: The secondary benefit to suppliers of goods and services to the directly-involved companies. 

For example, a food wholesaler providing goods to a restaurant. The model is careful to exclude imports from 

the impact calculations.

 Induced impact: The tertiary benefit to the local economy as incomes in the prior two levels of impact are 

spent on goods and services. For example, a restaurant employee spends his wages at a grocery store, 

generating addition economic output.

Business Day

 Lower prices across the board fueled declines in visitor spending. 

Airfares, room rates, fuel prices, and retail incentives all 

accentuated the declines in gross visitor spending.

Transport Lodging Food 

Service

Rec-   

reation

Retail & Svc 

Stations

TOTAL Annual Growth

2003 8,154$          9,200$          8,035$          3,540$          7,294$             36,223$              3.3%

2004 8,790$          10,299$        8,715$          4,020$          8,182$             40,006$              10.4%

2005 9,219$          11,575$        9,663$          4,259$          8,714$             43,431$              8.6%

2006 9,410$          12,832$        10,565$        4,668$          9,100$             46,574$              7.2%

2007 10,515$        14,301$        11,357$        5,191$          9,717$             51,081$              9.7%

2008 10,881$        14,710$        11,492$        5,336$          10,689$           53,108$              4.0%

2009 9,681$          12,208$        10,511$        4,668$          8,710$             45,777$              -13.8%

2009 % change -11.0% -17.0% -8.5% -12.5% -18.5% -13.8%

Visitor Spending

Business Day

 The tourism sector generated state GDP of $40 billion in 2009. This 
is 4% of the state economy.

Direct* Indirect Induced Total % change

Agriculture, Fishing, Mining 124                     66                       190                  -9.1%

Construction and Utilities 592                     313                     904                  -9.1%

Manufacturing 405                     371                     776                  -8.8%

Wholesale Trade 628                     608                     1,236               -8.8%

Air Transport 2,461                  14                       19                       2,494               -12.9%

Other Transport 1,779                  581                     175                     2,535               -7.5%

Retail Trade 1,253                  158                     1,011                  2,422               -13.5%

Gasoline Stations 603                     6                         36                       645                  -18.3%

Communications 518                     301                     819                  -9.1%

Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 1,200                  1,730                  1,384                  4,315               -6.7%

Business Services 2,729                  793                     3,522               -9.4%

Education and Health Care 10                       1,748                  1,758               -7.6%

Recreation and Entertainment 2,801                  147                     121                     3,069               -12.2%

Lodging 6,805                  55                       65                       6,925               -19.3%

Food & Beverage 5,521                  165                     335                     6,020               -8.5%

Personal Services 142                     337                     479                  -8.3%

Government -                      161                     1,806                  1,967               -7.8%

TOTAL 22,423                8,166                  9,488                  40,077             -11.4%

% change -13.4% -9.9% -7.6% -11.4%

Tourism GDP (Value Added)

(US$ Million, 2009)

Business Day

 The tourism sector supported 660,915 jobs, or 7.8% of all private 
non-farm employment in New York State last year.

Direct Indirect Induced Total % change

Agriculture, Fishing, Mining 3,259                  1,439                  4,697               -3.2%

Construction and Utilities 2,540                  553                     3,093               -3.3%

Manufacturing 4,728                  3,464                  8,192               -3.1%

Wholesale Trade 4,769                  4,536                  9,305               -3.1%

Air Transport 29,769                169                     220                     30,158             -6.6%

Other Transport 62,280                10,655                3,210                  76,144             -3.5%

Retail Trade 22,415                3,209                  20,408                46,031             -4.6%

Gasoline Stations 10,859                117                     679                     11,655             -3.5%

Communications 2,605                  1,216                  3,820               -3.2%

Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 7,390                  9,595                  7,507                  24,492             -2.3%

Business Services 33,863                10,309                44,172             -3.3%

Education and Health Care 252                     33,426                33,678             -2.7%

Recreation and Entertainment 65,250                4,219                  3,134                  72,603             -5.1%

Lodging 87,326                726                     887                     88,939             -4.0%

Food & Beverage 170,149              5,689                  11,353                187,190           -3.0%

Personal Services 3,977                  10,268                14,244             -2.9%

Government 1,551                  949                     2,500               -3.2%

TOTAL 455,437              91,922                113,556              660,915           -3.7%

% change -4.0% -3.5% -2.6% -3.7%

Tourism Employment

2009

The TSA was conceived by the UNWTO and has since been ratified by the UN, 

Eurostat, and OECD.

The standard has been adopted by over fifty countries around the world and a 

growing number of US States.

The TSA deals with the challenge of measuring tourism in two important ways:

 Defines the tourism economy

 Provides methodology for calculating tourism GDP in a way that is consistent with 

economic accounts
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Benefits

Enables comparisons of the importance of tourism to other sectors of the economy 

in terms of GDP, employment, and income.

Allows for benchmarking to other destinations.

Tracks the economic contribution of tourism over time.

Monitors strength by tracking capital investment .

Allows for extension analysis for of the full impact of tourism.

ACCOMODATION

CATERING, ENTERTAINMENT

RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION

&OTHER TRAVEL RELATED SERVICES

PRINTING/PUBLISHING, UTILITIES

FINANCIAL SERVICES, SANITATION SERVICES

FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS,

SECURITY SERVICES, RENTAL CAR MANUFACTURING,

TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION, TOURISM

PROMOTION, SHIP BUILDING, AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURING,

RESORT DEVELOPMENT, GLASS PRODUCTS, IRON/STEEL
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 FOOD & BEVERAGE SUPPLY, RETAILERS 

BUSINESS SERVICES, WHOLESALERS, COMPUTERS,

 UTILITIES, MANUFACTURERS, HOUSING, PERSONAL SERVICES

Travel & Tourism Industry

The direct effect of visitor spending

Focus of Tourism Satellite Account

Travel & Tourism Economic Impact 

The flow-through effect of T&T all demand 

across the economy

Expands the focus to measure the overall 

impact of T&T on all sectors of the 

economy

ACCOMMODATION

 1. Accommodation for visitors (including paid and imputed rent)

 2. Food and beverage serving industry

 3. Railway passenger transport 

 4. Road passenger transport 

 5. Water passenger transport 

 6. Air passenger transport

 7. Transport equipment rental 

 8. Travel agencies & other reservation services

 9. Cultural industry

 10. Sports and recreation industry

 Gross value added of tourism industries (GVATI) is a sum of value 
added (in basic prices) of  all economic entities in tourism industry 
regardless of degree to which production, i.e. value added of that 
activity is generated by tourism consumption. 

 Direct tourism gross domestic product (DTGDP) is equal to the sum 
of value added of  tourism and other activities generated by internal 
tourism demand and net tax on products (difference between tax and 
subsidy) included in value of tourism costs by purchase prices. 

 Tourism GDP only measures direct effects of tourism consumption, 
and these are only internal, not entire tourism demands. It does not 
consider indirect and induced tourism effects. 

Tourism Supply

Table 1.  Inbound 

tourism 

expenditure by 

products and 

classes of visitors

Table 4. Internal 

tourism 

consumption by 

products

Table 6. Total 

domestic supply 

and internal 

consumption (at 

purchasers' 

prices)

Table 5. 

Production 

accounts of 

tourism industries 

and other 

industries (at 

basic prices)

Table 2. Domestic 

tourism 

expenditure by 

products, classes of 

vistors and types of 

trips

Other components 

of tourism 

consumption: (a) 

Services of vacation 

accommodation on 

own  account; (b) 

Tourism social 

transfers in kind; 

(c) Other imputed 

consumption

Table 7. 

Employ-

ment in the 

tourism 

industries

Outputs

Internal Tourism 

Expenditure; 

Internal Tourism 

Consumption

Tourism Direct 

Gross Value 

Added 

(TDGVA); 

Tourism Direct 

Gross 

Domestic 

Product 

(TDGDP)

Gross Value 

Added of the 

Tourism 

Industries 

(GVATI)

Tourism 

Direct 

Employ-

ment)

                    Tourism Demand
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The larger the local economy, the larger the multiplier. 
Some industries have larger multipliers than others

Generally generated by computer models
 RIMS II: Regional Input-Output Modeling System, Bureau of 

Economic Analysis

 IMPLAN Pro: Minnesota IMPLAN Group

 MITEIM: Michigan Tourism Economic Impact Model 

 Expert Judgment: Any expert near you

 Estimating the Direct Impacts of a Community Event

 Direct Impacts of Patron Expenditures

 Event patron expenditures are generally measured in common units： party-visits may be 
the best unit of measure

 Direct Impacts of Vendors and/or Exhibitors

 Estimating the Number of Visits: Single-Venue vs. Multi-Venue Events

 Using Surveys to Estimate Patron Spending

 Capture rate represents the proportion of local expenditures that will have a direct 
impact on the local community using computer programs like MITIEM, IMPLAN, 
and RIMS II.

http://blog.bea.gov/tag/rims-ii/
http://implan.com/
https://www.msu.edu/course/prr/840/econimpact/michigan/MITEIM.htm

